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Only Child, Got Beats 








3 flutes (1, 2 & 3 = piccolos) 
3 oboes (3 = English horn) 
3 clarinets (1 & 2 = B♭, 3 = E♭ & bass clarinet) 
3 bassoons (3 = contrabassoon) 
 
4 horns in F 
3 trumpets in C 
2 tenor trombones 





percussion (3 players) 
player 1: almglocken (1 chromatic octave: c4 – c5), crash cymbal 
(standard size, hand-held), glockenspiel (sound 2 octaves higher than 
written), tam-tam (large), mark tree 
 
 
player 2: 2 suspended cymbals (different sizes with different pitches, 
the bigger one should be of the standard size); 3 paint cans (all 
different, the smallest one should be at least 8” in diameter), bell plate, 




player 3: 4 rototoms (from low to high, preferable size: 18”, 14”, 10” & 
6” in diameters); sizzle cymbal (standard size); washboard (mounted; if 


























The score is notated at sounding pitch 
Duration: 10 minutes 
woodwinds:  
• Occasionally, there are notes with same pitches under slurs. The performers should rearticulate but make it as smooth as 
possible. 
• The performers need not to worry about the intonation for the wide glissandi, however they should follow the contour and 
achieve a dramatic gesture. 
• key clicks: press the keys and produce the pressing noises 
• airtone: blow directly into the flute and produce no pitch but air noise 
• air flz.: blow directly into the flute and produce only air noise while flutter tonguing 
 
strings (including): 
• col legno battuto (c.l.b.): strike the string(s) with the back (wooden) part of the bow 
• scratch behind the bridge (s.b.): place the bow behind the bridge and scratch there with a bow 
• bow the tailpiece (b.t.): bow the tailpiece with a bow and produce and airy sound 
• quickly scrape upward with fingernails (f.n.s.): without the bow, directly scrape upward on the string with fingernails (the back 
of the thumb). 
• knock on a wooden part (kw.p.): choose a wooden part of the instrument, such as the back of the instrument, and knock on it to 
produce a percussive sound  
• : gliss. up slightly  
• : gliss. down slightly 
 
general: 
•               : gradually change to  
• ord: play ordinarily (it does not affect the use of mutes) 
• non-dyadic/irrational meter:  
o It has a denominator that is not a power of two (1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, etc.), such as !" and 
#
$. Same as regular time signatures, 
irrational meter’s denominator defines the beat as a division of a whole note, and the numerator gives the number of 
beats in each bar. For example, 
%
& implies there are four beats (half-note triplets) in one measure, and a half note triplet 
is the beat, because a whole note is divided into three parts. Such type of meters can be seen as sudden tempo changes. 
For example, if the tempo is ♩ = 120, changing from	%%	to 
%
&, the bpm drops from 120 to 90.   
o In this piece, extra notation, such as incomplete tuplet bracket, is not used in order to avoid further complicating the 
score. The performers only need to carefully follow the conductor and need not to stress about these meters. 





























In the summer of 2019, I did an internship at a recording studio in Beijing. During that time, I learned a lot about popular music 
production techniques and developed a profound interest in popular music. One day, I came across a song called “Unluck” by the British 
producer James Blake. In the song, Blake repeatedly sings the line, “only child/ take good care/ I wouldn’t like you playing, falling 
there.” As an only child, I am familiar with the extra care, just like what’s sung in that line, given to only children by their parents. 
However, putting the concept of only children in the context of electronic dance music (EDM) is unheard of. Hence, I was intrigued 
immediately because the song gave me a surreal and satisfying feeling. Besides the strange lyrics, the unpredictable percussion 
arrangement of “Unluck,” especially those snapping sounds, also inspired me to compose a piece that features contrasting materials and 
EDM-inspired beat-making techniques with jagged rhythmic structure. 
 
The formal structure of “Only Child, Got Beats” is strictly based on the golden ratio. The length of each section is also calculated based 
on the golden ratio. Although it seems the golden ratio is the backbone of this piece, the listeners are not expected to notice the golden 
ratio’s existence in this piece. Incorporating this mathematical concept in the piece is merely a tool for formal construction. On the other 
hand, the pitch material is not generated by a pre-defined system. It is a mixture of intervallic cycling intervals, intuition, and 
conventional harmonic vocabulary. Moreover, microtones are also frequently used for additional colors. Finally, I want to mention that 
the percussion instrumentation in this piece pays homage to Thomas Adès’s “Asyla”, which is an orchestral masterpiece also inspired 
by EDM. 
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